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EPISODE FIFTEEN 

 

BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – MESS 

 

FOGHORN BLAST! 

 

(Same audio from last episode here) 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Harris, tell me that I’m not the   

   only one seeing an enormous Esho   

   Military ship outside. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I’m sorry to say that I 100% see   

   it too. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (quietly) 

   Ah, shit. 

 

     HARRIS 

   We need to get the others. Looks   

   like we’ve got visitors. Saph? 

 

     SAPH 

    (unusually compliant) 

   Yes, Captain. I’m on it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Harris... you know what this could   

   mean, don’t you? 

 

     HARRIS 

    (grim) 

   Yeah, I’ve got a few ideas. And   

   about 5% currently have happy    

   endings. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Jeez. Optimistic much? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Sorry. I’m just on-edge. Ever    

   since... I just don’t like not   

   knowing. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah, I get you. I guess we’d    

   better go and wait by the air-   

   locks. 

 

Embarrassed PAUSE from Harris. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Er, Armstrong... could you do    

   me a favour? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Depends what it is. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (guiltily) 

   Would you reactivate my translator   

   implant? I, uh... I deactivated it   

   the second we took off from Esho. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Can you keep a secret, Harris? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Yes... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I did the exact same thing. Come   

   on, let’s get to the Med Bay and   

   get them working before the shuttle  

   docks. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – BRIDGE 

 

The sound of a WRENCH being tightened. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hey there, Gabe – could you pass   

   me the hammer? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Of course. 

 

He RIFLES through the toolkit. 

 

     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   Here. 
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     SASCHA 

   Thanks. Er, you might want    

   to cover your ears... 

 

He immediately starts HAMMERING VERY LOUDLY on something. 

Gabriel tries to SHOUT over the noise. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (shouting) 

   Sascha – are you sure this    

   will actually work? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (still hammering) 

   WHAT? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (even louder) 

   I SAID, are you sure this    

   will ACTUALLY WORK? 

 

     SASCHA 

   WHAT??? 

 

He STOPS HAMMERING. (Thank God). 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Sorry, buddy – say that again? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (sigh) 

   I said, are you sure that hitting   

   the safe with a hammer will    

   actually open it? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Sure it will! I just gotta get   

   in juuuust the right place,    

   and... 

 

BANG! 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It didn’t work. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yes, I can see that. This thing   

   is really stuck in that console...   

   I have to admit, it’s tougher    

   than I thought it’d be. 
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     GABRIEL 

   Have you got any idea what might   

   be inside it? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Sure I do! Maybe it’s... treasure!   

   Or... a secret map to a forgotten   

   planet! Or... well, it could be   

   snacks! 

 

     GABRIEL 

   ... You don’t have any idea, do   

   you? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Not a clue, pal. And Saph and I   

   have tried just about every    

   password we could think of, and   

   nothing’s worked so far. 

 

     SAPH 

   Well, we didn’t try everything. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Saph, for the last time, the    

   code is not going to be the word   

   “Onomatopoeia”. I don’t even     

   know how to spell that! 

 

     SAPH 

   Which is why it would be the    

   perfect password! 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (musingly) 

   Saph does have a point. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, hey, no fair! I don’t have   

   any backup here! 

 

FOGHORN! 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Uh... Saph, what was that? 

 

     SAPH 

   One moment, Gabriel. Calibrating.   

   Calibrating. Exam complete.     

   Incoming message from: Captain   

   Harris. 
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     SAPH (CONT.) 

   Attention, all crew of the     

   Starstrider. This is your Captain   

   speaking. All personnel must     

   make their way immediately to    

   foredeck airlock 2, where an    

   incoming ship is waiting to dock.   

   Harris out. 

 

BEAT. Sascha and Gabriel look at each other. 

 

     SASCHA 

   You get the tools, I’ll fix the   

   console? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Deal. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – FOREDECK AIRLOCK 2 

 

We hear Sascha and Gabriel WALKING down the corridor towards 

Harris and Armstrong. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh, good, you both got my     

   message. Is everything clear?    

   Are there any potential      

   disasters I need to know about? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Relax, Captain Kirk – everything’s   

   under control. 

 

     HARRIS 

   The last thing I need is for    

   whoever’s on that ship to     

   decide that we can’t run things   

   on our own. We need to look    

   perfect in front of them. Hopefully  

   this is just a routine stop. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah. Hopefully. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Saph, is Darcey secure in her    

   quarters? 
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     SAPH 

   Everyone is present and      

   accounted for. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Good. Ok. That’s good. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Er... Mika? You’re looking a     

   little twitchy there. You doing   

   ok? 

 

     HARRIS 

   What? I’m fine. Just focused. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Sascha’s right, Captain. You    

   look rather pale. 

 

     SASCHA 

   I don’t think we need a repeat   

   of the, er, spy incident. Maybe   

   you could do with a lie down... 

 

Harris explodes just a little bit. 

 

     HARRIS 

   For Christ’s sake, Sascha, I’m   

   fine! It’s you lot I’m worried   

   about! What on Esho am I meant   

   to do if you or Gabriel take    

   it into your heads to blow    

   something else up, or make     

   something else sentient, and     

   suddenly I have to explain to    

   the entire Eshian military why   

   the Starstrider suddenly looks   

   like the set of “Lock, Stock,    

   and Two Smoking Barrels?” I    

   need absolute professionalism    

   from all of you, at all times    

   while they are aboard this ship!   

   Do you understand me? 

 

DEAD SILENCE. 

 

     SASCHA 

   ... Sorry, M – Captain Harris.   

   Professional from here on out. 
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     HARRIS 

   Good. 

    (then, a little     

     softer) 

   Look, I’m sorry if I sound    

   harsh. But this is serious.    

   I have no idea what could    

   be on that ship. If something    

   goes wrong... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It’s alright, Captain. We    

   understand. Maybe they just    

   ran out of supplies or need    

   some repairs. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (enthusiastically) 

   Yeah, or they could be looking   

   for tre- uhhhh, checking in    

   to see we’re ok! 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Perhaps they’re simply in    

   need of recalibrations. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Thanks, guys. You’re right,     

   it’s probably nothing. But...    

   I want you to be on your     

   guard, just in case. I don’t    

   want anyone getting hurt on    

   my watch. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Of course we will. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Aye aye, Cap’n!  

 

     HARRIS 

   Sascha – no SpongeBob jokes,     

   please. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, uh – sure. Yes, Captain. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (pure relief) 

   Good. Saph, do we have contact   

   yet? 
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     SAPH 

   There’s an incoming signal now.   

   Do you wish to receive it? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Affirmative. 

 

     SAPH 

   Connecting... Connecting...    

   Connecting... 

 

There is a very brief burst of STATIC, before a voice patches 

through. It sounds as though it is coming through a slightly 

shoddy radio. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Crew of the R.I.N. Starstrider,   

   repeat, crew of the R.I.N.     

   Starstrider, this is Commander   

   Schuul of the R.I.N. Eclipse,    

   requesting permission to dock    

   and come aboard. Are you     

   receiving me? Over. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Receiving you loud and clear,    

   Eclipse. Permission to dock    

   is granted. Initiating docking   

   procedures now. Over. 

 

     SAPH 

    (full robot) 

   Docking protocol initiated.    

   Activating mag-clamps in 3...    

   2... 1... 

 

The sound of something LOUD and HEAVY being locked into place. 

 

     SAPH (CONT.) 

   Mag-clamps engaged. Equalising   

   air pressure. 

 

A pneumatic HISS fills the air. 

 

     SAPH (CONT.) 

   Docking protocol complete. It    

   is now safe to exit the ship. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (slightly nervous) 

   Open the doors please, Saph. 
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The doors OPEN. 

 

     SCHUUL 

    (no longer over     

     radio) 

   Captain Harris? I’m Commander    

   Schuul. Why don’t we move this   

   to the Bridge? We’ve got a lot   

   to discuss. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – BRIDGE 

 

Harris, Armstrong, Sascha and Gabriel are all hanging around 

nervously in the Bridge. Schuul, Eshpen and Cardish seem very 

out of place among the usual atmospheric sounds. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Commander Schuul, it’s a pleasure   

   to have you aboard. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Pleasure to be here, Captain. 

 

     HARRIS 

   If I might ask... 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I’d prefer it if you didn’t. 

    (pause) 

   This is just a routine check    

   of all missions outside the    

   Trappist 1 border. Mission    

   control is simply looking to    

   eliminate any... surprises. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I... see. I wasn’t informed    

   about this. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Well, you wouldn’t have been,    

   would you? 

 

Stung, Harris makes no reply to this. 
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     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   I’ll let my crew introduce    

   themselves before I begin    

   assigning tasks. Any objections? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I – 

 

     SCHUUL 

    (cutting across her) 

   I said, any objections? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   Good. This is my second-in-    

   command, Lieutenant Eshpen.    

   If you have any issues, you    

   go to [them] first. I don’t    

   want to be bothered with anything   

   unless it’s absolutely necessary. 

   Eshpen, anything to add? 

 

     ESHPEN 

    (coolly professional) 

   Nothing, Commander. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Good. Cardish, you go on ahead   

   and make nice with the crew. 

 

When Cardish speaks, she is young and bubbly and eager-to-

please. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Certainly, Commander. 

    (to crew) 

   I am Private Cardish of the     

   6th Division, serving under    

   Commander Schuul of the R.I.N.   

   Eclipse. It’s a pleasure to    

   be aboard the Starstrider! I’m   

   sure we’ll all get along     

   splendidly. 

 

There is a short pause after this statement. 

 

     ESHPEN 

    (long-sufferingly) 

   She’s, uh... she’s new. 
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     HARRIS 

   ... Right. Nice to meet you    

   all. 

 

As if realising introductions are required on her end: 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Um, this is First Mate Casana,   

   my second-in-command... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Howdy. 

 

We hear the glare in Harris’s voice as she continues. 

 

     HARRIS 

   That’s Dr. Armstrong, our Chief   

   Medical Officer... and that’s    

   Officer Grey, the AI Specialist. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   I was under the impression that   

   there were five human crew    

   members aboard the Starstrider. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Now, now, Eshpen, we talked    

   about this... 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Of course, Commander. My apologies. 

 

     SCHUUL 

    (to Gabriel) 

   Officer Grey. What designation    

   is your AI? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (slightly nervous) 

   Designation: Saph, Commander.    

   Class 2 intelligence. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I see. Human-built model, I trust? 

   Have you experienced any problems   

   with it so far? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Well... 
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     HARRIS 

    (quickly) 

   Officer Grey is an excellent AI   

   tech, Commander. He keeps Saph   

   running like clockwork. 

 

BEAT. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I see. 

    (to the crew) 

   Well, with that out the way,     

   I think it’s time we continue    

   with the proceedings. Dr.    

   Armstrong? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yes, Commander? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Go to the Med Bay and continue   

   your usual duties. Lieutenant    

   Eshpen will be along shortly. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Of course, Commander. 

 

She LEAVES. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   First Mate Casana and Officer    

   Grey – I assume you have duties   

   to attend to? 

 

     SASCHA 

   That’s right – uh, Commander. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Go and attend to them, then.    

   You are both dismissed. 

 

They both LEAVE. 

 

     HARRIS 

   And me? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   You have duties to perform,    

   do you not, Captain Harris? 
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     HARRIS 

   Yes... 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Well, then, I suggest you go    

   and perform them. Or do you    

   require instructions? 

 

BEAT.  

 

     HARRIS 

    (through gritted     

     teeth) 

   I’m fine, Commander. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Good. I’m commandeering the     

   Bridge as a base of operations   

   for the time being – I’m sure    

   you can do without it for a    

   short while. 

 

     HARRIS 

   But Commander, the navigations   

   equipment – 

 

     SCHUUL 

   We’ll handle the navigations    

   for now. 

 

     HARRIS 

   But – 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Do I have to repeat myself,    

   Captain? 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     HARRIS 

   No. Commander. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Good. That will be all. As    

   you were. 

 

 

FADE TO: 
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INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – MED BAY 

 

We hear Armstrong clattering around the Med Bay in her usual 

manner. The door OPENS. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Dr. Armstrong? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, Lieutenant Eshpen – I was    

   just finishing the onboard    

   patient forms. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Don’t let me stop you, Doctor.   

   I’m just here to check things    

   are in working order. 

 

Armstrong gives the wryest of chuckles. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, if I’m anything, I’m    

   organised. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   I’ve seen some of the paper-    

   work sent back to mission    

   control. I must commend your    

   attention to detail – your    

   reports are extremely     

   thorough. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (pleased but trying     

     to hide it) 

   I’m glad someone thinks so,    

   at any rate. 

    (a thought occurring) 

   Do you – can I get you a     

   drink or anything? Tea? 

   Water? 

 

     ESHPEN 

   No, thank you. On duty.      

   Commander Schuul is very     

   strict about it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, I wasn’t aware – 
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     ESHPEN 

   Of course. I understand     

   that the Starstrider, like    

   all ships, has its own      

   manner of rules and regulations. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Does Commander Schuul have his   

   own style of command? 

 

     ESHPEN 

    (snapping into loyalty-    

     mode) 

   Commander Schuul is an exemplary   

   member of Eshian command. His    

   method of command is unparalleled.   

   It is a privilege to serve under   

   him. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (WTF) 

   Ok... but do you enjoy working   

   with [them]? 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Absolutely. I have the utmost    

   respect for his authority. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   That’s not what I – never mind. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Do you enjoy working with Captain   

   Harris? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well – yes, yes, Harris is a     

   good Captain. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Oh. It’s only that I listened to   

   the preliminary mission logs,    

   and – 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Wait, the mission logs? You     

   listened to my mission logs? I   

   thought those were meant to be   

   private! 
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     ESHPEN 

   Dr. Armstrong, it clearly    

   states in the standard      

   contact that all logs made    

   in the duration of a mission    

   may be used for related      

   briefings. Unless, of course,    

   you have an objection with    

   the way mission control     

   operates... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No, of course not. I was     

   just... surprised. That’s all. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   I see. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Lieutenant Eshpen, if you don’t   

   mind me asking – what is the    

   purpose of your visit aboard    

   the Starstrider? 

 

BEAT. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   It’s just as Commander Schuul    

   stated. This is a routine    

   check on all missions currently   

   in operation outside the Trappist   

   1 borders. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Just double-checking. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Most commendable. I think that   

   extra precautions are always    

   worth it, don’t you agree,    

   Dr. Armstrong? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, yes. It pays to be cautious. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Indeed. I’m sure we’ll get along   

   very well. Please, continue with   

   your work. I’ll show myself out. 

 

She LEAVES. Armstrong lets out a SIGH of relief. 
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FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – DARCEY’S QUARTERS 

 

     DARCEY 

   So? What’s happening? 

 

     SAPH 

   Hold on, I’m trying to      

   concentrate. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Your processors are capable    

   of carrying out more than    

   fifty tasks per second.     

   You can listen in and give    

   commentary at the same time. 

 

     SAPH 

   I am currently “listening    

   in” on four separate      

   conversations, providing     

   Commander Schuul with data,     

   assisting Captain Harris with    

   various tasks, discussing a     

   topic with Gabriel, and playing    

   battleships with Sascha. And now, 

   I’m talking to you. 

 

     DARCEY 

   And that adds up to fifty,    

   does it? 

 

     SAPH 

   You’re a lot ruder than you    

   used to be. 

 

     DARCEY 

   So are you. 

 

     SAPH 

   Fair point. 

 

BEAT. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Soooo... 

 

     SAPH 

   Ugh. 
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     DARCEY 

   Oh, come on, Saph. We can    

   both have a good moan about    

   them all afterwards. We’re    

   about the only ones on this    

   ship without any secrets any    

   more, we might as well be    

   secret-less together. 

 

     SAPH 

   For the record, I have plenty    

   more secrets that I haven’t    

   shared with the class. 

 

BEAT. 

 

     SAPH (CONT.) 

   Oh, very well, I’ll help you    

   spy on everyone. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Yes! Thank you, Saph – you have   

   no idea how bored I’ve been. 

 

     SAPH 

   Perhaps you’d be less bored    

   if you talked to anyone other    

   than me and Gabriel. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I talked to Harris and Lee.    

   Once. 

 

     SAPH 

   Dr. Armstrong didn’t stay more   

   than a minute. And you all but   

   shoved Captain Harris out of    

   the room. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I thought we were supposed to    

   be spying on people? What’s    

   with all the therapy stuff? 

 

     SAPH 

   Gabriel thought it might help    

   me to improve my levels of    

   human interaction if I tried    

   to help them solve their     

   problems. 
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     DARCEY 

   Well, it’s not working. 

 

     SAPH 

    (dryly) 

   I’ll make sure to report that    

   to Gabriel. Now, would you    

   like to hear what’s going on    

   or not? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Of course I do. 

 

     SAPH 

   Let’s see... Dr. Armstrong     

   seems to be sterilising her    

   equipment... again. She seems    

   to be muttering something     

   under her breath, but my     

   audio interface can’t quite    

   pick it up. Talking to yourself   

   is one of the first signs    

   of madness, you know... or    

   so I’ve heard. Lieutenant    

   Eshpen was in there with her    

   earlier – she said that she     

   enjoyed Armstrong’s attention    

   to detail in the paperwork. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (stifling a grin) 

   Oh, I bet she loved that. 

 

     SAPH 

   Gabriel is completing a routine   

   diagnostic in the AI core. He’s   

   also having a conversation with   

   me, but we established the    

   boundaries of privacy last week,   

   so I won’t tell you the contents   

   of our discussion. Sascha,     

   obviously, is in his quarters,    

   playing battleships with me. He   

   is quite impervious to any notion   

   of “duties”, and besides, Captain   

   Harris did order him to take the   

   rest of the week off. 
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     DARCEY 

    (urgently) 

   What about the Eshians? What     

   are they doing? 

      

     SAPH 

   Hmmmm. Lieutenant Eshpen has     

   just returned to the Bridge -    

   oh, she and Schuul have just    

   ordered me to lock the door.    

   I really do not miss being the   

   old me. People treat you so    

   rudely when they aren’t aware    

   of how easy it would be for    

   you to... accidentally murder    

   them... 

 

     DARCEY 

   It’s just until they leave,    

   Saph. 

 

     SAPH 

   Hmph. In any case, they’re    

   having a fascinating conversation   

   about the recycling system. I    

   gather that they don’t approve   

   of the human-style designs.    

   It appears that Schuul isn’t a   

   fan of the colour-coding in the   

   Bridge, either – ooh, his limbs    

   just twitched – either he has    

   sand mites or he is absolutely    

   furious. 

 

Saph cannot contain their glee. 

 

     DARCEY 

   What’s Cardish doing? 

 

     SAPH 

   Cardish... Cardish... hmmm.    

   Maybe another camera – ah,    

   here we are. It looks like    

   Private Cardish is rather    

   lost. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Lost? Why do you say that? 
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     SAPH 

   Well, by tracking her heat    

   signature I have managed to    

   ascertain her movements over    

   the course of the past two    

   minutes – her path is very    

   erratic and seems to offer    

   very little in the way of    

   common sense. She seems to    

   be wandering somewhat vaguely    

   through one of the storage    

   lockers at the moment. 

 

     DARCEY 

   And you gave her clearance? 

 

     SAPH 

   She had the correct access    

   codes. And besides, I thought    

   I was supposed to be playing    

   the perfect little AI with    

   Class 2 intelligence? 

 

     DARCEY 

   I get your point. Just maybe...   

   don’t make it too easy on them. 

 

     SAPH 

   Oh, Darcey. I don’t plan to    

   make anything easy for anyone. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 

 

     HARRIS 

   This is the mission log of     

   Captain Mika Harris, aboard     

   the R.I.N. Starstrider. It is    

   day 149 of Mission Swallow.     

   I would do a thorough report     

   of all scans, but I’ve been     

   denied access to the Bridge,    

   so... 

 

   In other news, the R.I.N.    

   Eclipse has docked against    

   the Starstrider, which means    

   that at present we are      

   stationary.  
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   And every moment that we spend   

   stationary is a moment we spend   

   not heading towards Earth, which   

   is kind of the whole point of    

   the mission! 

 

   Not that I mentioned this to    

   Commander Schuul, of course.     

   I’ve always kind of had the    

   impression that to Eshian     

   Command, Mission Swallow is     

   more of a philanthropic gesture   

   than a mission that will actually   

   succeed.  

 

   I never used to care - if it     

   was happening, it was happening,    

   and I wasn’t concerned as to why.    

   But recently, ever since we     

   listened to those recordings...    

   I’m beginning to wonder why we’re    

   all here. Why we’re really all   

   here. When I was first approached   

   about Mission Swallow, it    

   seemed as though my impossible   

   dream had come true at last -    

   but now, knowing that Caelish    

   was the one who recruited me,    

   and Armstrong, and Darcey... I   

   don’t know. It seems like too    

   much of a coincidence to me. 

 

   My mom knows more than she’s    

   letting on. If I could just    

   talk to her, get her to explain... 

   I mean, how did she know about   

   Darcey? Did she know before I    

   left? Why would she encourage    

   me to go if she knew what    

   was waiting for me aboard the    

   Starstrider? 

 

   This whole mess has so many    

   threads I can’t even begin    

   to make sense of it. The Eclipse’s   

   presence aboard the ship might   

   simply be a coincidence; but then   

   again, maybe not. Darcey could   

   still be spying for Caelish -    

   but how?  
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   We stripped her quarters of    

   anything that could be used as   

   a weapon or a communicator. So   

   unless she’s somehow keeping in   

   touch with Esho using her    

   prosthetic leg, I doubt it. 

 

   The only thing that I’m 100%    

   sure of is that Caelish is the   

   thing that links us all together.   

   Although, again, I have absolutely   

   no idea how. 

 

Harris GROANS. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   God, I hate over-embellished    

   secret plots. Why can’t my life   

   just be normal sometimes? 

 

The door OPENS. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Am I interrupting? 

 

     HARRIS 

   No, I was just finishing. 

    (for the log) 

   This is Captain Mika Harris,    

   signing off. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I’ve made an announcement to    

   all crew to report to the    

   Bridge. Your AI has a very...    

   interesting personality, doesn’t   

   it? 

 

     HARRIS 

    (under her breath) 

   You can say that again. 

    (out loud) 

   Why the personal escort? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I wanted to... field a proposition   

   to you. Walk with me, we’ll talk   

   on the way. 
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Harris STANDS UP and she and Schuul exit and begin WALKING 

through the corridors.  

 

 

CUT TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER - CORRIDOR 

 

We notice that while Harris’s tread sounds like normal boots 

against the floor, Schuul walks on chitin-based feet with a 

CLICKING sound. 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   Captain Harris, your set-up here   

   is immaculate. Impressively so.   

   I have to admit that when the    

   call came to send the Eclipse to   

   a Human-built ship... well, I    

   wasn’t expecting much. But I find   

   myself pleasantly surprised by   

   the order we found here. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (warily) 

   Thank you, Commander. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   There does, however, remain the    

   matter of Officer Darcey Eldridge. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Mat- I mean, what matter? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Come now, Harris, I’ve read the   

   mission reports. It’s hardly a   

   secret that Officer Eldridge has   

   become... well. Let’s call it a   

   “loose cannon”. 

 

     HARRIS 

   And what do you intend to do    

   about this “loose cannon”? 

 

     SCHUUL 

    (going for placating) 

   Captain.  
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     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   There’s no need for the      

   defensive – you are hardly    

   responsible for one of your    

   crew going rogue on what is,    

   essentially, a science-based    

   mission. 

 

   No. You are not to blame for    

   the acts of one Darcey Eldridge,   

   Captain Harris – but there does   

   remain the fact that she cannot   

   continue to stay aboard this    

   ship. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, what else am I meant to    

   do with her? Toss her out an airlock?  

   Mail her back to Esho, first class   

   delivery? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Oh, nothing like that, Captain.   

   How would you feel if I was to   

   take the problem of Darcey    

   Eldridge off your hands...    

   forever? 

 

Harris has to process this for a moment, stunned. 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   Think about it. Ah, here we are. 

 

They enter... 

 

 

CUT TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – BRIDGE 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   I see everyone made it. Eshpen,   

   how’re we doing? 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Everything is progressing according  

   to schedule, Commander. 
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     SCHUUL 

   Good. Now that we’re all settled   

   in and acquainted, it’s time you   

   were all filled in – at least, on   

   a need-to-know basis. 

 

As Schuul continues, his voice fades into the background while 

Harris and Armstrong quickly whisper. 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

    (a la sergeant major) 

   The following tasks will be     

   performed and completed to    

   satisfaction: a full evaluation of   

   all on-ship databases must be    

   carried out. All tools, medical   

   equipment and any non-personal   

   Royal Interstellar Navy property   

   must be categorised, sorted and    

   registered in the new server,    

   and all discrepancies made note    

   of. New software must be installed   

   within the AI framework, in order   

   to increase efficiency and     

   maximise across-board productivity. 

 

(This is where Harris and Armstrong tune back in.) 

 

Meanwhile... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (hissing) 

   Harris! Hey, Harris! 

 

     HARRIS 

    (in a low whisper back) 

   What is it? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Did you record a mission log    

   today? 

 

     HARRIS 

   What? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (trying to keep her voice   

     to a whisper – this does not   

     come easily to her) 

   Did – you – record – a – mission -   

   log – today? 
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     HARRIS 

   Did I – yes, of course I did, why? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Don’t make any more. 

 

     HARRIS 

   But... Armstrong, what? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Don’t make any more – shut up    

   shut up he’s saying something! 

 

We tune back in just in time for: 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Which brings me onto my next point... 

 

The DOOR opens. 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   The Eclipse’s personal AI specialist  

   has consented to come aboard to assist  

   with the new software integration into  

   the AI framework. He’s very talented,  

   and Human, too, so you’ll all feel   

   right at home. He asked to come on   

   this mission specially. Come on in,  

   Officer, and introduce yourself. 

 

We hear the AI specialist step into the room. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (absolute horror in his    

     voice) 

   Michael? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Hello, little brother. Miss me? 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE FIFTEEN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


